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ABSTRACT

Context. The present knowledge of stellar properties and dynamical structure of early-type multiple stellar systems is insufficient to
offer useful statistical constraints for stellar formation models.
Aims. To increase the amount of observational information about the characteristics of early-type multiples, we carried out a spectro-
scopic monitoring to search for new spectroscopic components and to determine their orbits.
Methods. We observed 30 early-type multiple systems using the 2.15 m telescope and REOSC echelle spectrograph at the Complejo
Astronómico El Leoncito (CASLEO) during 10 observing runs between 2008 and 2013. We measured radial velocities by cross-
correlations and applied a spectral disentangling method to double-lined systems. We calculated orbital elements for the inner sub-
system of each analysed multiple.
Results. In this first paper we present calculated orbits for six previously catalogued subsystems. Three subsystems had no previously
published parameters, while we obtained more accurate orbits for the other three. In one case we found absolute masses and radii for
the components by using available photometric data.
Conclusions. The long-term spectroscopic monitoring of multiple systems is a useful method of investigating the companions in
intermediate hierarchical levels, particularly those that could affect the dynamical evolution of a close inner binary subsystem.
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1. Introduction

The frequency of binary and multiple (three or more compo-
nents) systems is significant in all the stellar environments.
Therefore, their statistical properties must be explained by mod-
els of stellar formation and evolution. The validity of such
models can only be assessed by contrast with empirical results,
provided that they are abundant and precise enough to ade-
quately represent the population under study. In particular, mul-
tiple stellar systems are especially useful for contrasting such
theories since they are characterized by a larger number of pa-
rameters than in binary stars. Many statistical relationships be-
tween such parameters can be compared with theoretical pre-
dictions thus providing important constraints for the models
(Tokovinin 2008).

Most observational studies of multiples have focussed on
searching for new components and analysing the properties of
solar and late-type multiple systems (Duchêne & Bouvier 2008;
Tokovinin 2004; Tokovinin et al. 2006). For solar-type stars,
these have indicated that systems with multiplicity of order three
or greater represents approximately 25% of the total of binary
and multiple systems, while this fraction is 21% for low-mass
stars (Duchêne & Kraus 2013). In these high-order systems, the
period distribution of inner subsystems shows a maximum for
periods between two and seven days and a marked decrease
in the number of subsystems for longer periods (Tokovinin
& Smekhov 2002; Tokovinin 2004). On the other hand, the

� Reduced spectra are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp
to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/563/A138

searches for tertiary components of spectroscopic binary sys-
tems with solar-type components reveal that almost all bina-
ries with periods of a few days are part of multiple systems
(Tokovinin et al. 2006). This suggests that the presence of an
outer companion plays an important role in the formation of
tight pairs, presumably through energy and angular momentum
exchanges (Duchêne & Kraus 2013).

Searches for spectroscopic binaries among A type stars have
been carried out for several decades, while searches for low-
mass visual companions for these objects have increased in re-
cent years (Duchêne & Kraus 2013). The results of these studies
led to a multiplicity frequency higher than 50% (including bina-
ries). However, the available information is incomplete to carry
out a reliable estimate of the frequency of systems with three or
more components in this intermediate-mass range.

Currently it is accepted that most O and early-B type
stars are part of binary and multiple systems. Even the iso-
lated field massive stars would have belonged to multiple sys-
tems in the past and would have been expelled from them
in supernova explosions or dynamical interactions (Sana &
Evans 2011). On the other hand, the observational results
suggest that multiplicity frequency is an increasing function
of the stellar mass (Chini et al. 2013). They also indicate
that for massive stars this frequency is greater in clusters
and stellar associations than in the field and between run-
away stars (Chini et al. 2012; Mason et al. 2009). Considering
only confirmed companions, the multiplicity frequency among
O-type stars is higher than 80% (Chini et al. 2012; Mason et al.
2009; Sana & Evans 2011). For early-B stars, a conservative
lower limit of 60% could be adopted (Duchêne & Kraus 2013).
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However, these fractions do not distinguish between binary and
multiple systems. At present, there are no specific estimations of
the fraction of systems with three or more components among
massive stars, whereas they do exist for low- and solar-mass
stars. On the other hand, the studies of multiplicity in late-B stars
are scarce and present very diverse results (Kouwenhoven et al.
2007; Chini et al. 2013; Schöller et al. 2010).

The last version1 of the Multiple Star Catalogue by
Tokovinin (1997, hereafter MSC) contains 194 equatorial and
southern (δ ≤ +10◦) multiple systems in which all components
with catalogued spectral types are O, B, and A. Nonetheless,
many of them lack detailed studies, and their multiplicity order
can be expected to be higher than known. For that reason, there
is a need to increase the current number of observational results
on such systems.

We undertook an investigation with the aim of increasing
the existing information about the multiplicity, stellar properties,
and dynamical structure of early-type multiple systems. We fo-
cussed on collecting and analysing spectroscopic observations
of catalogued multiple systems. As a result, we obtained orbits
of catalogued subsystems and detected new binary and multi-
ple subsystems. In this first paper, we describe the analysis and
results for six multiples for which we have determined orbital
parameters for the first time or have corrected their previously
published orbits.

In Sect. 2 we comment on the general criteria for our
target selection and describe the spectroscopic observations.
Techniques of measuring radial velocities are described in
Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we present the results for the six systems stud-
ied in the present paper, while in Sect. 5 we discuss the hierar-
chical configuration of each system and the completeness of our
survey. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes our main conclusions.

2. Sample selection and observations

Our complete sample contains 30 multiple systems with δ ≤
+10◦, mostly triples, which belong to the field population of the
Galaxy. We selected from the MSC multiples with components
of spectral types O, B, and A, brighter than V = 10. This limiting
magnitude was set in order to obtain, with our instrumentation,
spectra with a signal-to-noise ratio high enough (S/N > 100) to
detect eventual spectral morphological variations that indicate
the presence of new components.

In particular, we selected systems with components clas-
sified as single stars without recent spectroscopic studies, as
well as systems with components classified as spectroscopic or
eclipsing binaries without computed orbits. In general, we did
not observe components of visual pairs with separations be-
tween 1′′ and 4′′ owing to seeing limitations. Pairs with separa-
tions in this range usually cannot be observed separately without
contamination from the companion, but neither are they close
enough to ensure that both stars are included in the slit with
the same light contribution in all the observations. Variations in
the relative light contribution can introduce fake morphological
changes or radial velocity variations. This limitation led us to
exclude systems formed by visual pairs in this separation range
where a wider additional component to be analysed does not
exist.

With these constraints, we selected the systems listed in
Table 1. All the basic data given in Table 1 have been extracted

1 http://www.ctio.noao.edu/~atokovin/stars/cat2010.
tar.gz

from MSC. The first column identifies the systems by its desig-
nation in the Washington Double Stars Catalogue (Mason et al.
2001, hereafter WDS). The second column lists the parallax.
Columns 3 to 7 contain information on all the subsystems form-
ing each multiple star: identification, type of subsystem, loga-
rithm of the orbital period in days, separation between the com-
ponents in arcseconds (or milliarcseconds indicated by “m”),
and position angle. Finally, the last four columns contain visual
magnitudes and spectral types for both components. For objects
without spectral classification, the colour index (B−V) is listed,
if available.

The spectroscopic survey of the selected systems was car-
ried out using the 2.15 m telescope and the REOSC echelle
spectrograph at Complejo Astronómico El Leoncito (CASLEO),
San Juan, Argentina. Most of the data (580 spectra) were ob-
tained during 41 nights, spread over nine observing runs be-
tween February 2008 and November 2010. Some additional ob-
servations were carried out more recently during seven nights
in February 2013. The spectra cover the wavelength range
3700−6300 Å with a resolution R = 13 300. Exposure times
were calculated to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio S/N ∼ 120,
which requires, under good seeing conditions (∼2.5′′), an expo-
sure time of 40 min for a star of magnitude V = 9.

Some components of the analysed systems are classified as
spectroscopic binaries in MSC, but lack orbital data. Others are
catalogued as single stars belonging to a visual system. In 2008,
at the beginning of this investigation, we obtained one spectrum
in each observing run for the components classified as single
stars. These observations spread over time were intended to de-
tect morphologic or radial velocity variations indicating the pres-
ence of undetected companions. The stars classified as spectro-
scopic binaries without calculated orbit were observed more fre-
quently. The same was done for some single-lined spectroscopic
binaries in whose spectra we detected features of the secondary
component. In 2009 and 2010, emphasis was placed on observ-
ing objects that had shown spectral or radial velocity variations.
Additionally, we continued the monitoring of spectroscopic bi-
naries in those runs.

The spectra were reduced by using standard data reduction
procedures within the NOAO/IRAF package, mainly tasks of
ccdred and echelle packages.

3. Radial velocities

We applied the classical cross-correlation method to measuring
radial velocities in all the available spectra, by using the IRAF
task f xcor. We employed spectral regions with metallic and he-
lium lines to compute the cross-correlation function. The relative
velocity between object and template was measured by fitting a
Gaussian to the correlation peak. Previously, the spectra were
processed by combining echelle orders, normalizing the com-
bined spectrum, eliminating residual cosmic rays, and applying
the velocity heliocentric correction.

The templates used for cross-correlations were selected by
comparing the observed spectra with a library of observed and
synthetic templates with different temperatures. The empirical
templates were spectra of slowly rotating stars taken with the
same instrument, for which radial velocities had been previ-
ously determined. We also used synthetic templates in order
to improve the completeness of spectral types covered. These
theoretical spectra were extracted from the database of Bertone
et al. (2008). To improve the similarity between object and tem-
plate in fast-rotating stars, we often convolved the template spec-
trum with an appropriate rotational profile.
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Table 1. Data of the multiple systems analysed in this paper, obtained from the MSC.

WDS π Subsys. Type log (P/1d) ρ θ V1 ST1 V2 ST2

(J2000) (′′) (′′) (◦)
04352–0944 0.0084 AB Chmp 6.93 12.800 259 6.74 A1m 7.72 0.19

Aab s 6.74 A1m 0.00

05247–5219 0.0061 AC Cmrp 7.74 38.200 285 6.27 A0V 6.79 A2V
AB V 4.65 0.287 96 6.27 A0V 7.20
Aab s2 6.27 A0V 0.00

05355–0555 0.0025 AB Chp 7.12 11.300 141 2.77 O9III 7.10 B7IV
AC v 4.28 0.140 0 2.82 O9III 6.12
Aab S2 1.46 1.791m 2.82 O9III 0.00 B1III

06214+0216 0.0098 AB V 4.57 0.400 167 6.92 A4V 7.22 A6V
Aab s 6.92 A4V 0.00

06583–3525 0.0037 AC Cph? 7.53 14.710 270 7.84 A0? 9.72 0.10
AB v 6.28 1.900 253 7.84 A0? 9.08 0.20

07454–1442 0.0091 AB Cmrhp 7.05 16.771 340 6.07 A2V 6.89 A8V
Bab S2, E 0.22 0.387m 7.60 A8V 7.60

08079–6837 0.0051 AB Chp 6.64 6.100 24 4.38 B6IV 7.31 0.06
Aab S1 1.15 1.217m 4.38 B6IV 0.00

08263–3904 0.0053 AB Cmrp 6.82 8.100 122 6.50 B9V 7.17 A2V
BC v 4.12 0.100 275 7.83 A3V 8.03 A3V
Aab E 0.10 0.217m 6.50 B9V 0.00 A7V

08314–3904 0.0021 AC Ch 8.13 30.800 100 6.31 B4V 9.60
AB Chp 6.90 4.470 329 6.44 B4V 8.17 −0.13

08326–1502 0.0141 AB v 4.24 0.300 212 6.38 A7V 8.50
Aab s, a 6.38 A7V 0.00

08563–5243 0.0087 AB v 5.81 2.700 335 4.74 B5V 7.98
Aab S1 −0.04 0.309m 4.74 B5V 0.00

09174–7454 0.0045 AC Cmph 6.95 7.150 343 5.29 A1III 9.55 0.35
AB v 4.90 0.282 266 5.74 A1III 6.59

10209–5603 0.0043 AC Ch 7.86 36.700 190 4.50 B3III 9.80
AB Ch 6.82 7.190 102 4.52 B3III 8.40

10443–7052 0.0094 AB Cmrhp 7.95 63.000 75 6.26 A5IV 6.46 A6IV
Bab v 5.04 0.612 46 6.56 A6IV 9.14

13152–6754 0.0080 AB Cm 7.87 60.000 332 4.80 B8V 8.20 A0p
AC v 5.93 2.710 125 4.81 B8V 10.31
Aab S2, E 0.38 0.512m 4.80 B8V 0.00

13226–6059 0.0092 AC Cmr 7.49 60.000 343 4.53 B3V 6.18 B2V
AB v, s 3.82 0.170 136 4.99 B3V 5.69

13518–3300 0.0110 AB Chp 6.31 7.851 106 4.52 B5III 5.97 B8V
Bab S1 1.24 2.485m 6.06 B8V 0.00

14255–1958 0.0070 AB Chmpr 7.70 35.100 296 6.61 A2V 7.00 A4V
BC v 5.49 1.000 93 7.44 A4IV 8.51

15088–4517 0.0080 AB V 4.37 0.350 0 4.47 B3V 5.27
Aab e, s? 4.47 B3V 0.00

15185–4753 0.0112 BC Cpm 7.00 22.650 129 4.92 B8V 6.77 0.13
BA v 5.08 1.101 311 4.92 B8V 5.05

16054–1948 0.0070 AC Cmrh 6.67 13.600 21 2.62 B1V 4.92 B2V
AB V: 5.35 3.900 275 2.67 B1V 5.98
CE o, V, s? 4.15 0.133 41 5.07 B2V 7.17
Eab S1 3.59 7.17 B9? 0.00
Aab S2, V, o 0.83 1.420m 2.40 B1V 3.72 B1.5V

Notes. The codes for type of subsystems are: C: physical wide binary (ρ > 3′′), based on proper motions (m), radial velocities (r), hypothetical
dynamical parallax (h), and spectroscopic distance modulus (p); v: visual or interferometric binary; V: visual binary with computed orbit; o:
occultation binary; s, s2: possible SB (var RV or composite); S1, S2: single- or double-lined SB orbit; e: eclipsing binary; E: eclipsing with known
period.
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Table 1. continued.

WDS π Sub sys. Type log (P/1d) ρ θ V1 ST1 V2 ST2

(J2000) (′′) (′′) (◦)

16406+0413 0.0108 AB Cmrh 7.86 69.600 230 5.77 A1V 6.93 A3IV
Bab v 3.96 0.147 96 6.93 A3IV 0.00

17082–0105 0.0120 AB V 4.87 0.572 24 6.21 A1V+ 8.31
Aab s 6.21 A1V+ 0.00

17268–4550 0.0054 AC Chp 8.44 103.000 313 5.29 B7V+ 7.10 A0V
AB v 5.98 2.115 253 5.73 B7V+ 6.49 B9V

17301–3343 0.0004 AB Chrp 7.75 4.440 320 6.73 B0II 9.53 0.16
Aab S1 1.58 0.334m 6.67 B0II 0.00

17505–5337 0.0015 AB Chpr 7.72 12.340 267 5.92 B2V+ 9.22 A1V
Aab S2, E 0.50 0.183m 6.51 B2V 6.87 B3V

17592–3656 0.0087 AB Crp 6.59 7.550 103 7.07 A1V 8.96 0.36
Aab E, S2 0.52 0.607m 7.68 A1V 7.98 A2V

19233+0931 0.0055 AB Cmh 6.97 8.620 181 8.59 A0 9.11
BC v 4.93 0.290 192 9.11 10.02

20118–6337 0.0024 AC Cph 7.32 7.340 33 8.79 A0V 9.32 0.09
AB v 5.32 0.300 331 8.79 A0V 9.22

21251+0923 0.0065 AC Chmp 7.57 26.600 242 8.20 A2 9.30 0.40
AB V 5.12 0.555 217 8.12 A2 8.25

In the cases of double-lined spectroscopic binaries, we ap-
plied the spectral disentangling method by González & Levato
(2006, hereafter GL06), using the radial velocities measured
by cross-correlations as starting values. This method allows us
to compute the spectra and to measure the radial velocities of
the two stellar components in a binary system. The technique
has been implemented through two scripts, which involve usual
IRAF tasks, making it a flexible method.

In some systems, we detected more than two peaks in the
cross-correlation function, indicating the presence of three or
more spectroscopic components. For these cases we developed a
generalization of the GL06 method, which in principle could be
applied to separating the spectra of an arbitrary number of com-
ponents. The characteristics of this technique and its application
to observed multiple systems will be described in a future paper.

4. Results

In this first paper we describe the results for the six multiples
listed in Table 2. In Col. 2 we indicate the components observed
and analysed in this study, identified by their HD numbers in
Col. 3. Spectral types published and determined in this work
are detailed in Cols. 4 and 5, respectively. We note that some
components did not have previous spectral classification in the
literature. In other cases, we found spectral types different from
the published in MSC. Finally, Col. 6 summarizes the result ob-
tained for each object studied.

Tables 3–5 list our radial velocity measurements for
stars classified as constant, single-lined spectroscopic binaries
(SB1s), and double-lined spectroscopic binaries (SB2s), respec-
tively. In all binary subsystems, we used the least squares method
to fit a Keplerian orbit to our radial velocity data. The only
exception was WDS 08263−3904 Aab in which light and ra-
dial velocity curves were fitted simultaneously. The computed
orbital parameters and the rms deviation of the measured radial
velocities are listed in Table 6. For each analysed subsystem,
Table 6 lists the number of spectra obtained, orbital period,
time of primary conjunction, eccentricity, longitude of periastron

(for eccentric orbits), semi-amplitudes of the primary and sec-
ondary (for SB2) components, barycentre’s velocity, and rms
deviation of the velocities of primary and secondary (for SB2)
components.

In the following, we individually discuss the results for each
system.

4.1. WDS 04352–0944

In the MSC, this system is classified as a hierarchical triple,
in which the components A and B are a common proper mo-
tion pair. Component A (HD 29 173) is catalogued as a spectro-
scopic binary without orbital data, on the basis of radial velocity
variations detected by Nordstrom & Andersen (1985, hereafter
NA85).

We obtained 18 spectra of star A and measured radial veloci-
ties by cross-correlations using an observed template of spectral
type A5V. Given the low rotation and the similarity between ob-
ject and template, the correlation peaks were higher than 0.90
and the radial velocity errors smaller than 0.4 km s−1. We could
not detect spectral features of the secondary component (Ab)
through the inspection of the spectra or by cross-correlations
with later-type templates and, consequently, classified star A as
an SB1.

For the orbital fitting, in addition to our data we included
radial velocities measured by NA85 to refine the orbital period.
Figure 1 shows the radial velocity curve of HD 29 173, and com-
pares our data with the velocities measured by NA85, respec-
tively. The computed orbital parameters are listed in Table 6.

We obtained six spectra of B (HD 29 172) with a time
baseline of about one and a half years. We measured radial
velocities by cross-correlations using an observed template of
spectral type A7V convolved with a rotational profile corre-
sponding to v sin i = 100 km s−1. Differences between the
measurements were not greater than the formal velocity er-
ror, which was around 2.4 km s−1. The obtained mean velocity,
21.3 ± 1.3 km s−1, supports the existence of a physical link with
the pair Aab.
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Table 2. Components of multiple systems observed and analysed in this paper.

System Comp. HD STpub ST Result

04352–0944 Aa 29173 A1m Am Orbit SB1
B 29172 Am RV constant

05247–5219 Aa+Ab 35860 A0V A1III+Am Orbit SB2
C 35859 A2V A2V RV constant?

08263–3904 Aa+Ab 71487 B9V+A7V B8V+A5III Orbit SB2, absolute masses and radii
BC 71488 A2V+A3V A3V RV constant

08563–5243 Aa+Ab 76805 B5V B5V+B9.5V Orbit SB2

16054–1948 C+Ea 144218 B2V+B9? B2V+B8pMn RV constant + Orbit SB1

17301–3343 Aa 158320 B0II B0III Preliminary orbit SB1

Table 3. Radial velocities of constant stars.

WDS Subsystem HJD RV Err
km s−1 km s−1

04352-0944 B 2 454 544.5351 23.8 1.8
04352-0944 B 2 454 573.4730 21.3 2.2
04352-0944 B 2 454 756.7022 21.7 2.5
04352-0944 B 2 454 910.5037 20.3 3.9
04352-0944 B 2 455 083.8238 19.8 1.8
04352-0944 B 2 455 087.8027 21.1 2.0
05247-5219 C 2 454 520.6000 −3.7 9.8
05247-5219 C 2 454 546.5817 −4.5 11.1
05247-5219 C 2 454 754.7310 0.6 8.6
05247-5219 C 2 454 911.5170 −5.0 10.1
05247-5219 C 2 455 083.8010 −9.2 10.3
05247-5219 C 2 455 085.7954 −10.2 10.6
08263-3904 BC 2 454 518.7279 22.8 1.3
08263-3904 BC 2 454 544.7195 23.2 1.6
08263-3904 BC 2 454 909.6353 19.7 1.9

The spectral morphology of stars A and B is very similar and
exhibits characteristics of Am stars. Iron group elements suggest
a spectral type A5-7, while Ca lines correspond to about A2.
Sc ii lines are weak.

4.2. WDS 05247–5219

In this quadruple system, components A and B form a visual
pair, whose most recent orbit has been calculated by Argyle et al.
(2002). They found a period of 191 years and an eccentricity of
0.64, although they note that the validity of their orbit should
be confirmed with new measurements. Based on the paper by
NA85, star A is classified in the MSC as a double-lined spectro-
scopic binary, although its orbital parameters have not yet been
determined. In the first hierarchical level, AB (HD 35 860) and
component C (HD 35 859) form a common proper motion pair.
According to the MSC, the coincidence of their radial velocities
is additional evidence of their physical connection.

We obtained 20 spectra of the AB pair, in which surpris-
ingly the spectral features of component B could not be detected.
Taking the published brightness difference into account, we ex-
pected to detect the spectral lines of star B at least at phases of
quadrature of the subsystem Aab, when the spectral lines of Aa
and Ab are well separated from the centre-of-mass velocity. One
possible explanation is that B is an object with high rotational ve-
locity, whose spectral lines had been mistaken with modulations

0 0.5 1
0

10

20

30

40

50

Fig. 1. Radial velocity curve of WDS 04352–0944 Aa. Filled circles
and empty squares represent our data and the velocities measured by
NA85, respectively. Continuous line shows the orbital fitting. Dashed
line indicates the barycentre’s velocity.

of the continuum. It could also be another subsystem, in which
case the brightness of its individual components would be lower
than measured for the visual B.

We measured preliminary values of radial velocities for both
components of Aab by cross-correlations with an observed A1V-
type template, which led to good correlation peaks for both com-
ponents. In a first attempt, the spectral separation method was
applied to fifteen well-resolved spectra. The remaining five spec-
tra were included in subsequent iterations, once their radial ve-
locities were determined well. In the final iterations, velocities
were measured with errors smaller than 1 km s−1 in strongly
blended spectra, in which one-dimensional cross correlations
had produced only one broadened peak containing both com-
ponents. In these calculations synthetic templates with Teff =
9750 K and Teff = 8000 K were used. As an illustration of the
quality of the reconstructed spectra obtained for both compo-
nents, Fig. 2 shows a small section of them and the selected
templates.
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Table 4. Radial velocities of single-lined spectroscopic binaries.

WDS Subsystem HJD Phase RV Err
km s−1 km s−1

04352-0944 Aa 2 454 518.5150 0.7174 42.0 0.4
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 520.5684 0.1136 12.2 0.3
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 544.5242 0.7360 43.6 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 545.5466 0.9332 32.6 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 754.7056 0.2909 6.7 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 756.6944 0.6746 40.1 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 757.6784 0.8645 38.2 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 909.4978 0.1583 10.2 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 910.4955 0.3508 10.6 0.3
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 911.4984 0.5444 28.8 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 454 912.4893 0.7356 42.7 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 455 083.8145 0.7931 40.9 0.3
04352-0944 Aa 2 455 084.8263 0.9883 25.7 0.3
04352-0944 Aa 2 455 085.8073 0.1776 7.4 0.3
04352-0944 Aa 2 455 087.7915 0.5605 31.2 0.3
04352-0944 Aa 2 455 289.4978 0.4801 23.4 0.2
04352-0944 Aa 2 455 516.6550 0.3105 8.0 0.4
04352-0944 Aa 2 455 529.6033 0.8089 40.1 0.3
16054-1948 Ea 2 454 546.7635 0.5257 13.6 1.6
16054-1948 Ea 2 454 573.7381 0.9610 20.2 1.0
16054-1948 Ea 2 454 909.8191 0.3025 −34.5 1.0
16054-1948 Ea 2 454 961.7373 0.9897 8.0 1.0
16054-1948 Ea 2 455 083.5284 0.9851 7.2 1.5
16054-1948 Ea 2 455 084.5220 0.0748 −19.0 1.4
16054-1948 Ea 2 455 086.5132 0.2546 −39.8 1.6
16054-1948 Ea 2 455 087.5009 0.3437 −27.5 1.2
16054-1948 Ea 2 455 288.8173 0.5187 8.7 1.4
16054-1948 Ea 2 455 291.8013 0.7881 49.6 1.5
16054-1948 Ea 2 455 292.8569 0.8834 36.8 1.4
16054-1948 Ea 2 456 337.8563 0.2271 −44.8 1.0
16054-1948 Ea 2 456 341.8632 0.5889 21.4 2.0
16054-1948 Ea 2 456 342.8749 0.6802 40.8 1.4
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 520.8962 0.9026 0.3 2.0
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 545.9089 0.9997 −0.9 2.0
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 546.8397 0.0033 −0.6 2.5
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 754.5104 0.8089 −9.7 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 755.4912 0.8127 −10.8 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 757.5064 0.8206 −10.7 2.1
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 758.5146 0.8245 −8.1 2.4
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 908.8825 0.4078 −11.3 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 909.8537 0.4116 −13.4 1.9
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 910.8353 0.4154 −11.9 2.0
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 911.8293 0.4193 −13.1 2.1
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 912.8307 0.4231 −13.6 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 960.7500 0.6090 −10.8 2.0
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 961.7574 0.6130 −11.9 1.9
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 962.7167 0.6167 −12.2 1.9
17301-3343 Aa 2 454 963.7343 0.6206 −11.3 2.0
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 083.5762 0.0856 −10.0 2.3
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 084.5623 0.0894 −11.5 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 085.6058 0.0934 −8.7 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 086.5413 0.0971 −10.7 2.5
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 087.5330 0.1009 −7.5 2.3
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 288.8410 0.8819 −3.1 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 289.8145 0.8856 −4.9 2.3
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 291.8252 0.8935 −3.4 2.2
17301-3343 Aa 2 455 292.7908 0.8972 −5.2 2.3
17301-3343 Aa 2 456 336.8886 0.9478 9.7 2.1
17301-3343 Aa 2 456 338.8827 0.9555 10.5 1.9
17301-3343 Aa 2 456 439.6880 0.3466 −9.8 1.9

From the separated spectra we determined spectral types
A1III and Am (calcium: A3; metals: A7) for the primary
and secondary components of the SB2, respectively. Orbital

Fig. 2. Separated spectra of the components of WDS 05247–5219 Aab,
compared with synthetic templates used to measure radial velocities.
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Fig. 3. Radial velocity curves of WDS 05247–5219 Aab. Filled circles
and empty squares represent our data and the velocities measured by
NA85, respectively. Continuous line shows the orbital fitting. Dashed
line indicates the barycentre’s velocity.

parameters of this subsystem were calculated fitting by least
squares the radial velocities for all the spectra (see Table 6). The
orbital period was refined by adding the NA85’s data. Figure 3
shows the fitting of the radial velocities and compares NA85’s
data with ours.

We obtained six spectra of HD 35 859 (=component C) with
a time baseline of 1.55 years. We measured radial velocities
by cross correlations using a template with Teff = 8750 K
and v sin i = 200 km s−1. The measured velocities took values
between +0.6 km s−1 and −10.2 km s−1, with errors of about
10 km s−1. The three measurements published by NA85 also lie
in a similar velocity range, but since their formal error is about
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3 km s−1, they classified it as suspected of variability. In any
case, a variation in such amplitude in a high rotation star would
be difficult to confirm. The mean velocity of this component is
similar to the value obtained for the barycentre of Aab, as men-
tioned in the MSC. Furthermore, the proper motions given in the
SPM4 catalogue (Girard et al. 2011) for the subsystem AB and
star C agree within their errors.

4.3. WDS 08263–3904

Component A of this quadruple system is the eclipsing bi-
nary NO Puppis (HD 71 487) and component B is the pri-
mary of the visual double B1605 (HD 71 488). The variability
of NO Puppis was discovered by Grønbech (Jorgensen 1972),
who obtained the photometric elements from Strömgren ubvy
light curves (Grønbech 1976). Gimenez et al. (1986) used these
observational data along with new times of minima to deter-
mine the apsidal motion of the orbit, obtaining a rate of ω̇ =
0.0333 deg/cyc (U = 37.2 yr). Furthermore, they confirmed the
elements obtained by Grønbech for a radius-ratio Rb/Ra = 0.7.
However, to date there have been no spectroscopic observations
that allow absolute dimensions to be determined for the system.

We obtained 20 spectra of HD 71 487, and subsequently ap-
plied the method GL06 to separate the spectra of the compo-
nents and measure their radial velocities. To calculate absolute
parameters, we fitted our radial velocities and the photomet-
ric ubvy data published by Grønbech simultaneously, using the
Wilson & Devinney code (Wilson & Devinney 1971; Wilson
1979, 1990). In this analysis, we fixed the apsidal motion rate
at the value published by Gimenez et al. and fitted the remaining
orbital (a, e, ω0,Vγ, i, T0, P) and physical (Tb,Ωa,Ωb, q) parame-
ters of the components. In accordance with its spectral type, we
adopted a temperature of 13 000 K for the primary component.
To model the limb-darkening we used a linear law with coeffi-
cients selected from the tables by van Hamme (1993). As usual
for stars with radiative envelopes, we adopted values of 1.0 for
the exponent of the limb-darkening law and for the bolomet-
ric albedos of both components. Since the diaphragm used in
the photoelectric observations of Grønbech includes light from
HD 71 488, we fitted this additional flux contribution through
the parameter l3 for each light curve.

As Grønbech pointed out, the photometric solution is very
indeterminate. For this reason, simultaneous fitting of radial ve-
locities and light curves did not lead to unambiguous poten-
tials for both components. We therefore fixed the radius-ratio
to Rb/Ra = 0.69, which is the value corresponding to the spec-
troscopic mass ratio according to main-sequence stellar models.
This value depends slightly on the primary mass and age and
was calculated in a second iteration after absolute parameters of
the stars were calculated. Within this constraint we selected the
solution corresponding to the best fit of the observational data,
i.e., to the least rms deviation.

Figures 4 and 5 show the curve fitting for the light and radial
velocities, respectively. The orbital parameters of this subsystem
are given in Table 6. Additionally, we obtained an inclination
i = 80.4 ± 0.2◦. The eccentricity found agrees with the value
obtained by Gimenez et al. from their apsidal motion analysis
(e = 0.1255 ± 0.0010). Table 7 lists the physical parameters
obtained for both components.

Grønbech proposed five alternative solutions for values
Rb/Ra between 0.6 and 1.0 at regular intervals of 0.1. For each
adopted ratio he fitted the four light curves separately. The si-
multaneous fitting in this work led to slightly lower values for the
rms deviation of the data in all filters. In particular, the deviations
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Fig. 4. Light curves of WDS 08263–3904 Aab. Open circles represent
the measurements by Grønbech (1976) in filters ubvy. Continuous lines
show the curve fittings to those data.
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Fig. 5. Radial velocity curves of WDS 08263–3904 Aab. Filled circles
represent our measurements. Continuous line shows the orbital fitting.
Dashed line indicates the barycentre’s velocity.

calculated for the four light curves are between 5% and 10% less
than those obtained by Grønbech for a ratio of radii of 0.7.

With the aim of determining the age and evolutionary state of
HD 71 487, we compared the parameters obtained with theoreti-
cal models by Lejeune & Schaerer (2001) for solar composition.
Figure 6 presents the mass-radius diagram for the components.
The stellar components of this subsystem are very close to the
zero-age main-sequence, and considering the parameters uncer-
tainties, it can be asserted that it is younger than 107 years old.

The eccentric character of the orbit is a very striking fact
for such a short period binary. According to standard mod-
els for tidal circularization (Hut 1981), it is expected that the
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Table 5. Radial velocities of double-lined spectroscopic binaries.

WDS Subsystem HJD Phase RVA ErrA RVB ErrB

km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 km s−1

05247-5219 Aab 2 454 520.5928 0.4910 −6.3 0.9 2.5 0.8
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 546.5747 0.7043 72.7 0.7 −94.0 0.8
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 577.4607 0.0904 −44.9 0.6 47.5 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 578.4705 0.3318 −73.3 0.6 80.7 0.6
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 754.7225 0.4806 −11.5 1.0 9.0 0.8
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 756.7148 0.9571 18.6 0.7 −29.5 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 757.7047 0.1938 −78.1 0.7 86.2 0.6
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 909.5121 0.4969 −4.3 0.8 −2.2 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 910.5194 0.7378 74.5 0.6 −100.0 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 911.5109 0.9749 9.3 1.0 −17.8 0.8
05247-5219 Aab 2 454 912.5091 0.2136 −79.8 0.7 90.5 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 083.7939 0.1746 −76.8 0.7 80.3 0.8
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 084.8374 0.4241 −42.7 0.8 38.5 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 085.7892 0.6517 58.3 0.7 −83.9 0.8
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 086.7850 0.8899 47.5 0.7 −64.4 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 087.7729 0.1261 −59.9 0.6 66.1 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 288.5354 0.1363 −62.2 0.7 71.9 0.7
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 289.5129 0.3701 −59.7 0.7 67.4 0.6
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 516.6645 0.6910 69.7 0.7 −93.6 0.8
05247-5219 Aab 2 455 529.6158 0.7882 72.1 0.7 −96.6 0.8
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 518.7146 0.9021 84.1 2.8 −84.4 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 519.6055 0.6108 93.5 2.8 −110.5 9.0
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 519.7055 0.6904 139.1 2.8 −208.1 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 520.6190 0.4172 −28.4 5.0 139.3 9.0
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 520.7338 0.5085 17.0 2.8 58.6 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 521.6617 0.2467 −71.0 2.8 220.7 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 521.7552 0.3211 −64.7 2.8 211.8 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 522.6698 0.0487 −10.7 2.8 90.9 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 522.7399 0.1044 −37.4 2.8 151.6 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 544.7043 0.5781 66.0 2.8 −76.3 9.0
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 545.5665 0.2640 −70.4 2.8 221.7 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 545.6582 0.3369 −63.3 2.8 203.4 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 546.5623 0.0562 −17.4 2.8 112.9 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 546.7239 0.1848 −64.2 2.8 206.1 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 572.5651 0.7426 146.7 2.8 −230.0 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 572.6227 0.7884 137.0 2.8 −206.2 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 573.4920 0.4800 3.3 2.8 81.9 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 574.6255 0.3817 −43.0 2.8 176.6 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 576.4847 0.8608 105.9 2.8 −137.4 4.6
08263-3904 Aab 2 454 576.6401 0.9845 7.5 5.0 30.2 4.6
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 546.6323 0.4774 16.2 1.5 44.2 5.3
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 546.7305 0.5669 45.2 1.9 −13.9 4.1
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 572.6165 0.1499 −16.1 1.5 98.6 6.1
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 573.5295 0.9817 28.2 1.3 13.7 3.8
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 574.6333 0.9873 28.8 1.3 20.8 3.2
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 756.8493 0.9922 27.7 1.3 19.3 3.7
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 908.6640 0.3005 −22.4 1.6 108.8 4.7
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 909.6504 0.1991 −22.1 1.3 110.8 4.0
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 911.6928 0.0598 9.2 1.6 53.7 7.6
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 912.7126 0.9888 29.1 1.5 14.4 4.4
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 960.5238 0.5465 38.3 1.5 −6.9 3.2
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 961.4714 0.4098 −1.5 1.6 68.3 5.2
08563-5243 Aab 2 454 963.5558 0.3087 −19.8 1.5 111.3 4.8
08563-5243 Aab 2 455 288.5733 0.4105 −1.1 1.6 72.3 5.7
08563-5243 Aab 2 455 289.5993 0.3453 −16.8 2.0 101.6 6.7
08563-5243 Aab 2 455 292.6708 0.1435 −13.5 1.6 95.5 5.3
08563-5243 Aab 2 455 529.8293 0.2028 −18.9 1.5 113.6 4.8
08563-5243 Aab 2 456 336.6916 0.2814 −23.8 1.6 114.9 3.4
08563-5243 Aab 2 456 336.8045 0.3842 −7.2 1.7 88.7 4.7
08563-5243 Aab 2 456 337.6137 0.1215 −9.7 1.5 87.0 3.8
08563-5243 Aab 2 456 339.6416 0.9689 33.7 1.7 7.3 5.3
08563-5243 Aab 2 456 340.6264 0.8662 60.6 1.3 −46.7 3.8
08563-5243 Aab 2 456 341.6272 0.7779 72.0 1.3 −70.6 4.2
08563-5243 Aab 2 456 342.5903 0.6553 67.3 1.3 −55.9 4.0
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Table 6. Orbital parameters of spectroscopic binary subsystems.

Subsystem Nsp P T0 e ω Ka Kb Vγ σRVa σRVb

(WDS) (days) (HJD-2 400 000) (◦) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

04352–0944 A 18 5.182634 55 027.870 0 18.0 24.5 0.7
±0.000010 ±0.011 ±0.2 ±0.2

05247–5219 A 20 4.181620 55 024.518 0 78.3 96.3 −3.4 1.5 1.1
±0.000005 ±0.004 ±0.7 ±0.7 ±0.4

08263–3904 A 20 1.25700056 41 351.7568 0.1249 6.1 107.5 226.2 25.4 2.8 4.7
±0.00000012 ±0.0002 ±0.0004 ±1.2 ±1.8 ±3.0 ±0.6

08563–5243 A 24 1.097654 55 443.990 0 48.7 92.8 24.4 1.3 3.0
±0.000002 ±0.002 ±0.7 ±1.3 ±0.4

16054–1948 E 14 11.07666 55 449.17 0.078 91.7 45.1 9.0 1.2
±0.00030 ±0.02 ±0.010 ±4.8 ±0.4 ±0.3

17301–3343 A 28 257.75 55 061.5 0.71 0.0 11.8 -9.1 1.3
±0.02 ±0.7 ±0.01 ±2.9 ±0.4 ±0.2

Fig. 6. Mass-radius diagram of the subsystem WDS 08263–3904 Aab.
Filled circles with error bars represent the components, whose positions
are compared with the models of Lejeune & Schaerer (2001) for solar
composition. Isochrones corresponding to log τ = 6.5 and log τ = 7.0
are plotted in continuous and dashed lines, respectively.

eccentricity is reduced to only 3% of its original value in 1 Myr.
Despite its young age, the scenario in which the system formed
as an eccentric binary and is at present evolving towards a cir-
cular configuration is very unlikely. In fact, going back in time,
theoretical models predict that only 2.3 × 105 yr ago the system
would have had an eccentricity e = 0.55, high enough for the
stars to collide at periastron. In conclusion, the present orbital
configuration with a semiaxis of only 8.3 R� seems to have been
reached recently by some fast dynamical process. This dynam-
ical event would involve the interaction with a third body. The
large separation between NO Pup and stars B and C, the remain-
ing components of this multiple, rule out the possibility that they
have played such a role.

Table 7. Physical parameters of the components of WDS 08263–
3904 Aab.

Ma(M�) 3.35 ± 0.06
Mb(M�) 1.59 ± 0.03
Ra(R�) 2.143 ± 0.011
Rb(R�) 1.465 ± 0.008

Teff,a (K) (adopted) 13 000
Teff,b (K) 8208 ± 27

Additional information about the dynamical history of the
system can be derived from the stellar rotational velocities,
since the timescale for the stellar rotation to synchronize
with the orbital motion is even shorter than the circulariza-
tion timescale. We measured rotational velocities in the sepa-
rated spectra of star Aa and Ab by applying the method of the
Fourier transform of the cross-correlation maximum developed
by Díaz et al. (2011), obtaining v sin ia = 86.5 ± 1.3 km s−1

and v sin ib = 58.7 ± 0.6 km s−1. Using the orbital inclination
and the stellar radii listed in Table 7, we obtained the rota-
tional periods: Prot,a = 1.235 ± 0.019 d and Prot,b = 1.250 ±
0.015 d. According to tidal evolution models, before the orbit has
been circularized, stellar rotation synchronizes with the pseudo-
synchronization period (Hut 1981), which for this system equals
Pps = 1.1492 ± 0.0006 d. Therefore, rotation and orbital motion
are not pseudo-synchronized in this binary.

In contrast, we note that the rotation periods are instead in-
distinguishable from the orbital period, which equals the pseudo-
synchronization period only for circular orbits. This would sug-
gest a scenario in which the orbit had reached synchronization
and circularization, and subsequently suffered a dynamical pro-
cess that injects eccentricity into the system without modifying
the orbital semiaxis. This is what happens in Kozai cycles, where
the interaction of a close binary with a distant third body induces
periodic oscillations in the binary eccentricity and inclination,
keeping the semiaxis constant (Innanen et al. 1997; Ford et al.
2000). According to Makarov & Eggleton (2009), the effects are
only significant if Pout(yr) <∼ [Pin(d)]1.4. In the case of NO Pup,
the hypothetical perturbing body would be orbiting the binary
with Pout < 500 d, aout < 2.2 AU. The period of the eccentric-
ity oscillations depends on the outer-to-inner period-ratio and
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on the relative mass of the third body. We speculate that if the
third body is a low-mass star, the period of Kozai cycle could be
long enough to allow the binary to synchronize with the orbital
period during the low-eccentricity stage before the subsequent
incursion on high eccentricities.

We obtained three spectra of HD 71 488 (=component B).
We did not detect any morphological or radial velocity varia-
tions between them. These spectra were very much like a tem-
plate with Teff = 9000 K convolved with a rotational profile
corresponding to v sin i = 60 km s−1. We did not detect the
spectral lines of the fainter component of this visual subsystem
separately. This is consistent with the similarity between the
spectral types given for components B and C in the MSC. The
mean radial velocity of star B is 21.9±1.6km s−1, which supports
the physical link between this visual subsystem and HD 71 487.

4.4. WDS 08563–5243

According to the MSC, this is a triple system whose compo-
nents A and B form a visual pair, with A approximately 20 times
brighter than B. Component A has been classified as a single-
lined spectroscopic binary, so the third component of the system
is its undetected companion. The orbital elements of this SB1
were published by Neubauer (1930) and subsequently corrected
by Blanco & Tollinchi (1957). The published period is 0.9147
days and the eccentricity 0.13, which is an unusual value since
with such a short period, the orbit would be expected to have
been circularized by tidal effects.

Owing to the small separation and the large brightness dif-
ference between the components of the visual pair, we could not
observe B. We obtained 24 spectra of A, which are slightly con-
taminated by the light of its faint visual companion. The lines
of Ab, not detected in previous works, were clearly visible in
13 of our spectra. In the remaining, this component was blended
with Aa. For detecting and measuring the radial velocity of the
faintest component by cross-correlations, we used a template of
spectral type A0V. The brighter component Aa could be mea-
sured reliably in 19 spectra using a B4V-type template. These
measurements were used to fit the binary period and were com-
bined with the velocities of Ab to obtain a preliminary orbit for
the system.

This preliminary fitting was used to calculate radial veloci-
ties for all 24 spectra, which were adopted as starting values in
the spectral separation process. In the latter we included all the
spectra and measured final radial velocities for them. We used
synthetic templates with Teff = 16 000 K, v sin i = 50 km s−1,
and Teff = 9500 K to measure the radial velocities of Aa and Ab,
respectively.

From the radial velocity curves fitting, we obtained a circular
orbit (e = 0.009±0.010) with a period of 1.09766 days (Table 6).
Figure 7 shows the radial velocity curves of Aa and Ab. As can
be seen, good velocities for both components could be measured
very close to conjunction phase thanks to applying the method
of GL06.

4.5. WDS 16054–1948

This system, also named β Scorpii, is formed by six components.
In the first hierarchical level, the visual pairs AB (HD 144 217)
and CE (HD 144 218) form a common proper motion system
with a separation of 13.6′′. Seymour et al. (2002) calculated
orbital elements for the AB pair and found a period of 610
years. The components of this pair have been widely studied,
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Fig. 7. Radial velocity curves of WDS 08563–5243 Aab. Filled circles
represent our measurements. Continuous line shows the orbital fitting.
Dashed line indicates the barycentre’s velocity.

and for over 50 years it has been known that A is a double-lined
spectroscopic binary (Abhyankar 1959). This binary has been
studied in detail by Holmgren et al. (1997), who found a period
of 6.8282 days and determined the remaining orbital parameters.

Until the beginning of this investigation, detailed spectro-
scopic studies of the CE pair had not yet been published. The
separation between C and E is 0.133′′ and, according to Evans
et al. (1977), E is 2.1 mag fainter than its visual companion. Van
Flandern & Espenschied (1975) measured unusual colours for E,
from which they suggested that this component could be a dou-
ble system or a peculiar star. More recently, the subsystem CE
was analysed by Catanzaro (2010), who reported component E
as a single-lined spectroscopic binary and found its orbital pa-
rameters. Furthermore, he carried out an abundance analysis us-
ing a high-resolution spectrum (R ≈ 70 000) of the visual sub-
system. He measured overabundances of Hg and Sr, from which
he suggested that Ea could be a HgMn star. Nevertheless, he
admitted that the Hg ii line at λ3984 Å is confused with two
blended lines belonging to component C. Mason et al. (2010)
published the most recent orbit for the CE pair, with a period
of 39 years. They classified that orbit as “reliable” based on the
quantitative method by Hartkopf et al. (2001).

We obtained 14 spectra of the CE pair with a time baseline
of almost five years. Like Catanzaro, we detected variability in
the profiles of spectral lines of star C. Only a few spectral lines
of star Ea could be detected in our spectra, among them Fe ii
λ4549.549 Å, Ti ii λ4563.761 Å, and Ti ii λ4571.971 Å.

With the aim of disentangling the spectra of the components,
we measured preliminary radial velocities by cross-correlations
using a template with Teff = 20 000 K and v sin i = 60 km s−1 for
star C. In the velocity measurements of star Ea, we include small
spectral regions containing only the three lines mentioned above
and employed a template with Teff = 13 000 K, the temperature
found by Catanzaro for this component. The spectral morphol-
ogy of the separated spectra was entirely consistent with the tem-
peratures previously estimated for both components. It should be
noted that the temperature found for C is somewhat lower than
the value found by Catanzaro (24 000 ± 500 K).
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Fig. 8. Selected regions of the disentangled spectrum of HD 144 218 E showing lines of Mn, Ga, Zr, and Sr.

From the separated spectra of C and Ea, we estimated
spectral types B2V and B8pMn, respectively. In the spectra
of Ea, we detected strong lines of Mn ii and other elements
that are usually present in the atmospheres of HgMn stars,
such as strontium, zirconium, and gallium. Nevertheless, we
did not detect a conspicuous line Hg ii λ 3984 Å. We note that
the presence of Zr ii and Ga ii lines, which are clearly visible
in our spectra, had not been reported in the abundance anal-
ysis by Catanzaro. Figure 8 shows a few small spectral win-
dows of the spectrum of HD 144 218 E, where lines of Cr ii
(λ4145.8), Mn ii (λλ4000.0, 4205.4, 4206.4, 4248.0, 4251.7,
4253.0), Ga ii (λλ4251.1, 4255.7), Zr ii (λλ4149.2, 4209.0,
4210.6, 4211.9), and Sr ii (λλ4215.5) have been identified.

After removing the spectrum of Ea from the observed spec-
tra, the morphological variations in the spectral lines of star C
decreased significantly. Therefore, such variability is largely due
to the overlapping of the moving spectral lines of Ea. However,
time series of high-resolution spectroscopic observations would
be useful for analysing that effect in detail.

By fitting the radial velocities of Ea, we obtained a prelim-
inary orbit. Nevertheless, the centre-of-mass velocity of this bi-
nary is expected to vary, since it is part of a visual system. For
a proper fitting of the orbit of the spectroscopic subsystem, it
is necessary to correct the measured velocity by the velocity of
the barycentre and also to correct the times of observation by
the “light-time effect”. Both corrections are computed on the ba-
sis of the parameters of the visual orbit and the mass ratio be-
tween the components of the visual pair. In particular, the veloc-
ities measured for C, corrected by the motion in the visual orbit,
should correspond to the velocity of the barycentre of CE.

While the visual orbit computed by Mason et al. for the CE
pair is available, the mass ratio between Eab and C is unknown.
We estimated masses for components C and Ea from their spec-
tral types. Considering the published magnitude difference be-
tween C and E and the flux ratio between C and Ea obtained
from ratios between their spectral lines, we estimated a temper-
ature slightly lower for Eb than that of its spectroscopic com-
panion. This led to a maximum mass ratio for Eab. On the other
hand, we used the orbital parameters found for Ea to compute
a minimum mass ratio for the spectroscopic subsystem. These
two values defined a range of possible values for the mass ratio
of the visual pair CE. We obtained a dynamical parallax of 5.0
mas, somewhat greater than the corresponding value given by
Mason et al. (4.4 mas), but discordant with the Hipparcos par-
allax (8.2 ± 1.2 mas, van Leeuwen 2007). We used the param-
eters of the visual orbit to calculate the corrections to the radial

velocities measured for Ea and C. For that, we assumed the dy-
namical parallax obtained and a mean value of 0.75 for the mass
ratio of the CE pair.

Figure 9 shows the fitting of the radial velocities of Ea
corrected by the motion of the barycentre. The rms deviation
is 1.2 km s−1. The orbital parameters obtained for the subsys-
tem Ea, given in Table 6, do not agree with those given by
Catanzaro (P = 10.6851 ± 0.0006 days, e = 0.25 ± 0.04,Vγ =
−3.2 ± 1.3 km s−1,Ka = 37.5 ± 2.1 km s−1). For comparison, in
Fig. 9 we overplot his 14 radial velocities, also corrected for the
motion of the barycentre. From these measurements, 12 are dis-
tributed along a time baseline of about one year included in the
time interval of our data. The other two values were measured
by that author in two high-resolution spectra taken two and three
years before. They correspond to the two points that clearly de-
viate from the fitting (phases 0.49 and 0.99). The rms deviation
of the remaining 12 velocities of Catanzaro is 6.4 km s−1.

The velocities of C corrected by the motion in its visual orbit
led to a mean value of −7.9 ± 1.0 km s−1, which differs signif-
icantly from the velocity of the barycentre of CE obtained from
the fit of the spectroscopic orbit. This disagreement, together
with the discrepancy in the parallax, suggest that the visual orbit
should possibly be revisited.

4.6. WDS 17301–3343

Components A and B of this system form a common radial ve-
locity pair separated by 4.44′′. The system is catalogued as triple
in the MSC since A has been classified as a single-lined spectro-
scopic binary. We could not observe star B because it is 3 mag
fainter than its companion and is located at a distance compara-
ble to the typical seeing at the 2.15 m telescope site at CASLEO.

Penny et al. (1975) calculated the orbit of the binary subsys-
tem, with a period of 38.1 days, but their data are of low quality.
To improve the orbit and eventually detect the secondary compo-
nent, we obtained a relatively large number observations of this
subsystem: 28 spectra in 9 observing runs over approximately
5 years. The spectral features of the secondary component, how-
ever, could not been detected.

We measured radial velocities using a template of spec-
tral type B0 convolved with a rotational profile of v sin i =
80 km s−1. The velocity formal error was typically 2 km s−1. Our
data are not consistent with the period found by Penny et al. For
each observing run, the velocities remained constant within the
measurement error. Therefore, in spite of having a considerable
number of spectra, the identification of the orbital period was
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Fig. 9. Radial velocity curve of WDS 16054–1948 Ea. Filled circles
represent the values measured in this investigation, which were used to
obtain the orbital solution. Empty squares represent the radial veloci-
ties measured by Catanzaro (2010). Continuous line shows the orbital
fitting. Dashed line indicates the barycentre’s velocity.

difficult because in practice we only had eight data points corre-
sponding to the mean velocity for each observing run. For this
reason, we complemented our data with the velocities published
by Thackeray et al. (1973) and Buscombe & Kennedy (1969).
We obtained a preliminary orbit with a period of about 258 days.
Figure 10 shows the fitting of the radial velocities. Table 6 lists
the orbital parameters obtained. The rms deviation of our veloc-
ities is 1.3 km s−1. However, it should be mentioned that another
possible orbit, with a period of about 842 days, is also consistent
with the observational data. We plan to carry out new observa-
tions with the aim of testing the validity of the calculated orbit.

5. Discussion

The hierarchical configuration of the six analysed systems is pre-
sented in Fig. 11 in a similar manner to Tokovinin (2008). Some
analysed systems are highly hierarchical, with ratios between
outer and inner periods higher than 104. These configurations
could be result of the contraction of the inner orbit as a conse-
quence of some migration mechanism. However, in some cases
there might be intermediate hierarchical levels that have not been
detected to date. Detecting such intermediate orbits is difficult,
since it requires either spectroscopic observations with a long
time baseline or very high-resolution images. It is therefore in-
teresting to evaluate our detection limits of intermediate orbits,
which allows us to estimate the completeness in the knowl-
edge of the multiplicity and structure of the analysed systems
achieved through this study.

For each multiple system studied, we calculated the proba-
bility that the presence of a body in an intermediate subsystem
has gone unnoticed in our study, i.e. the probability that its per-
turbation on the inner subsystem was not detected in our velocity
measurements. To this aim we first derived an expression for the
radial velocity amplitude of the barycentre of the inner binary

Fig. 10. Radial velocity curve of WDS 17301–3343 Aa. Filled circles
represent our measurements. Empty squares represent the radial veloc-
ities measured by Thackeray et al. (1973) and Buscombe & Kennedy
(1969). Continuous line shows the orbital fitting. Dashed line indicates
the barycentre’s velocity.

as a function of perturbing mass, outer period, and orbital in-
clination, adopting a circular outer orbit. Then, considering the
temporal extent of our observations for each particular system
and assuming random distributions for the orbital inclinations
and for the orbital phase of the beginning of the observation
window, we analytically derived the probability that the radial
velocity variations of the inner binary center-of-mass are smaller
than its observational error.

Figure 12 shows the detection probability of intermediate
orbits in the parameter space. Each system is presented in a
panel of this figure. Although the minimal value for the ratio
Pout/Pin in a hierarchical system depends on the characteris-
tics of each particular system (Mardling & Aarseth 2001), we
adopted a conservative value of 10 in all cases to delimit the
range of possible periods for the intermediate orbit to maintain
the stability of the system. Therefore, if Pout and Pin are the pe-
riods of known outer and inner adjacent orbits, there may be an
intermediate orbit with period P only if it fulfils the condition
log Pin + 1 ≤ log P ≤ log Pout − 1. If the intermediate orbit is
located to the right of the line corresponding to the upper limit
for Pout for the existence of Kozai cycles, the third body would
not influence the dynamical evolution of the inner subsystem.
To indicate the completeness of this study, we represent detec-
tion probabilities of 95% and 50% respectively. The 0.15′′ sep-
aration line corresponds to a typical lower limit that could be
achieved through visual observations for stars with a magnitude
difference Δm <∼ 4 using techniques such as speckle interfer-
ometry or adaptive optics (Mason et al. 2011; Tokovinin et al.
2010a).

The top panels of Fig. 12 show the detection limits for the
systems WDS 05247–5219 (left) and WDS 16054–1948 (right).
In both cases, this study has essentially covered the whole period
range that could have a hypothetical intermediate orbit between
the analysed inner subsystem and the corresponding visual pair,
considering the stability condition of the system. In the case of
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Fig. 11. Configuration of the analysed multiple systems:
a) WDS 04352–0944, b) WDS 05247–5219, c) WDS 08263–3904,
d) WDS 08563–5243, e) WDS 16054–1948, and f) WDS 17301–3343.
Stellar components are represented by circles. Filled circles are stars
observed in the present paper. No symbol is plotted for stellar compo-
nents that are not visible in the spectrum (secondaries of SB1 systems).
Dashed lines divide approximately the period axis in spectroscopic (S),
visual (V), and common proper motion (C) ranges. The size of the
circles roughly scale with the stellar mass. Green thick lines mark
separation intervals that have not been investigated and might harbour
additional hierarchical levels.

WDS 05247–5219, for example, not detecting radial velocity
variations of the barycentre of the subsystem Aab, in combina-
tion with the speckle observations carried out by Tokovinin et al.
(2010b) that did not reveal new companions with separations
down to the visual limit indicated in the graphics (ρ = 0.15′′ for
Δm = 4), indicates that additional hierarchical levels between
the spectroscopic binary Aab and the visual pair AB is hardly
likely to exist. Therefore, a fairly complete knowledge of this
multiple system is currently available, as a result of the use of
different observations techniques. However, it would be interest-
ing to continue with the spectroscopic observations of compo-
nent C to establish that this object is radial velocity variable, in
which case the system would have an additional component.

Similarly, it is also unlikely that there is an intermediate hi-
erarchical level between the spectroscopic subsystem Eab and
the visual pair CE of WDS 16054–1948. We did not carry out
an observational monitoring of the others visual components (A
and B) of WDS 16054–1948 since they already had spectro-
scopic studies. Recently, Mason et al. (2010) measured the CE
pair and corrected the calculated orbit. Nevertheless, the avail-
able observations of the AB pair covers only one third of the
orbit obtained by Seymour et al. (2002). Therefore, new visual

observations of this subsystem are required, both to refine its
orbit and to verify the existence of intermediate hierarchies be-
tween this visual pair and the spectroscopic subsystem Aab.

The middle panels of Fig. 12 correspond to the systems
WDS 04352–0944 (left) and WDS 08563–5243 (right). In the
former case we adopted a maximum mass of 1 M� for the sec-
ondary component of the subsystem HD 29 173. For both sys-
tems, this spectroscopic investigation has enabled us to rule out
almost completely the existence of intermediate hierarchies with
separations below the visual limit. In particular, we can assert
that there are no additional companions that may be influenc-
ing the dynamical evolution of the inner subsystems. However,
there are no high-resolution visual studies of these systems. In
the case of WDS 08563–5243, the speckle observations car-
ried out by Mason et al. (2011) did not reveal the existence
of new companions with separations down to about 1′′. Visual
observations with resolution better than 1′′, using techniques
such as adaptive optics, speckle interferometry, or lucky imag-
ing (Maíz Apellániz 2010), are needed to complete the search of
intermediate orbits in these systems.

Even if we extended indefinitely the time baseline of the ob-
servations, our study would not allow to obtain a secure knowl-
edge of the multiplicity down to the visual limit of the systems
WDS 08263–3904 and WDS 17301–3343. As can be seen in the
left bottom panel of Fig. 12, the detection limits of intermedi-
ate orbits in WDS 08263–3904 are restricted to periods of some
hundreds of days due to the briefness of the time baseline of the
observations. However, we can state with a probability of about
50% that there are not companions able to affect the dynamical
evolution of the spectroscopic subsystem. The speckle observa-
tions of Tokovinin et al. (2010b) and Hartkopf et al. (2012) did
not reveal any additional hierarchies with separations down to
the visual limit. On the other hand, the knowledge of the system
WDS 17301–3343 is rather incomplete, as shown in the bot-
tom right panel of Fig. 12. The low sensitivity to the presence
of an additional companion in an intermediate orbit is directly
related to the relative high mass of the spectroscopic subsystem
Aab. According to its spectral type, the primary component Aa
has a mass of about 17 M�, so the total mass of the subsys-
tem would be approximately 20 M�, which increases the min-
imum mass that a perturber body should have in order to pro-
duce a detectable variation in the barycentric velocity of Aab.
Furthermore, there are no high-resolution observations of this
system either. Therefore, an intermediate hierarchy level orbit
might exist between AB and Aab with a period between a few
thousand and a few million years, as well as undetected compan-
ions of B.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the results of a spectroscopic
study of six multiple systems containing previously catalogued
spectroscopic subsystems. For three of them (WDS 04352–
0944 Aab, WDS 05247–5219 Aab, WDS 08263–3904 Aab), we
determined orbital elements for the first time. For the other three
we obtained, on the basis of our observations, orbital parameters
with higher accuracy than previously published. In the systems
WDS 04352–0944, WDS 05247–5219, and WDS 08563–5243,
we kinematically confirmed the physical link between the spec-
troscopic subsystem and its visual companion.

The periods obtained for the inner subsystems confirm
that these systems are hierarchical, considering the parame-
ters published in the MSC for the wider orbits. In particular,
WDS 04352–0944, WDS 08263–3904, and WDS 08563–5243
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Fig. 12. Detection limits of intermediate orbits for the systems WDS 05247–5219 (top left), WDS 16054–1948 (top right), WDS 04352–0944
(middle left), WDS 08563–5243 (middle right), WDS 08263–3904 (bottom left), and WDS 17301–3343 (bottom right). Thick red vertical contin-
uous lines delimit the range of possible periods for the intermediate orbit to maintain the stability of the system. The thick blue vertical dot-dashed
line represents the upper limit for Pout for the existence of Kozai cycles (Pout (yr) <∼ [Pin(days)]1.4). Thick black continuous and long-dashed curves
indicate detection probabilities of 95% and 50%, respectively. The corresponding thin lines represent detection probabilities of 95% and 50% that
would be achieved if we extend the time baseline of the observations indefinitely. Thin green dotted lines are references to the angular separations
that would have the components for some periods, considering the parallax of the system. Thick black vertical and horizontal dashed lines indicate
a separation of ρ = 0.15′′ and the mass of the third body corresponding to a magnitude difference Δm = 4 with the spectroscopic subsystem (see
explanation in the text).

show ratios Pout/Pin greater than 105 with inner periods shorter
than six days. In these cases, the inner subsystems could have
experienced some migration mechanism that led them to their
present orbits (Tokovinin 2008). We speculate that in the case
of WDS 08263–3904, a dynamical interaction with a low-mass
undetected companion might also be responsible for the eccen-
tric character of the inner orbit. However, for WDS 04352–0944
and WDS 08563–5243, there is no companion with appreciable

mass (>∼0.5 M�) that could have played such a role via Kozai cy-
cles. This can also be argued for the system WDS 05247–5219,
considering companions with mass greater than approximately
1 M�. Particularly, for the latter and WDS 16054–1948 CE, we
can exclude the existence of additional components with masses
greater than 1.5 M� in intermediate levels.

This study has shown that the analysis of spectroscopic ob-
servations over a long time baseline is particularly useful and,
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in many cases, irreplaceable for detecting those intermediate
hierarchical levels that could play a role in the dynamical for-
mation of close binary subsystems. These ranges of intermedi-
ate periods are often out of reach of visual observations, as is the
case for five of the six systems analysed in this paper.
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